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“You can be a brilliant draughtsman, he said, but that means 
nothing if  you are not seeing the world differently”

A person, a place, a moment in history each have the power to transform 
our perception of reality. In this workshop, the model is your muse; the 
place is London, Spain or somewhere in your imagination; the moment 
is 1936, 1967 or right now. 

Each pose is inspired by a painting described in Jessie Burton’s book 
The Muse. Draw the figure in an imagined landscape, combining 
observation with fantasy. Consider using images from library books, 
abstract shapes and text. Use the double spread of your sketchbook 
and let your drawings connect over the fold of the page. 

Remember, the descriptions are only your starting point. Take as much 
or as little from them as you  like. If you get stuck, ask the tutor for help 
or see how others in the group are getting on. 

We’d love to celebrate your work: please share you images with us on 
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and Meetup (see back cover).

Examples from Figuration workshops using cityscapes and text to place the model in an imagined context.

– The Muse by Jessie Burton



POSE 2 
SANTA JUSTA IN THE FIELD 

“The new piece was a surreal 
composition, set against a dark indigo 
sky and a shining field. On the left-
hand side stood a woman carrying a 
heavy pot, in its centre was the face of  
the goddess Venus. Both the faces of  
the woman and Venus looked proud, 
staring out at the viewer.”

Start a new double spread for Poses 
2 and 3. Get creative - remember 
you can use abstract shapes and 
text for the landscape and props.

POSE 3 
SANTA JUSTA IN THE WELL 

“On the right half  of  the painting, 
the crop was deadened and limp. The 
woman appeared again, except this 
time she was curled inside a circle, 
hovering over the crop, her pot smashed 
around her.”

Add to the drawing you began in 
Pose 2, using the full width of the 
double spread.

POSE 1 
THE ORCHARD

“It was a view from the bottom of  the 
orchard, the finca behind it. It had its 
feet in the earth, but the sky above was 
enormous and swirling, with a hint of  
angelic, silver-grey.”

Imagine the model in this orchard, 
leading up to the house of the 
Schloss family (the finca).

POSE 4
THE GREEN PORTRAIT

“He had greenish skin, and a 
consumptive, claustrophobic look in 
his eye. But his head seemed on fire, 
sweeps of  dandelion and canary 
yellows up to the top of  the painting, 
where red flecks were being spattered 
like the wake of  murderous thoughts.”

Green dominates Olive’s portrait of 
Isaac, but yours can be any colour. 
You can start a new drawing or add 
to your existing work.



Figuration is a creative community for life drawing and 
animation. Join us at one of our many public events or 
create you own workshop.

Visit figuration.co for more information or follow us on 
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and Meetup.

For more information on Cityread London’s annual 
celebration of literature, visit cityread.london.
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